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To whom it may concern,
:Tim Kearns & Bellissimo Holdings
:126 James St Greenville, SC 29609
This letter is to appeal the denial of a Staﬀ Level (CA 21-75) (Section 19-2.1.4(B)(1)(c)
for 126 James St Greenville, SC 29609. On a previous staﬀ level CA I was denied new
windows, a new front door, painting of the front porch and metal fascia board to be installed
over the existing wood fascia board.
After receiving the recent denial, I have already complied with the denial of the metal
fascia board and removed all metal previously installed over the existing wooden fascia board.
In the issue of the windows, I was approved on a previous CA before the recent denied
CA, to paint the widows black. At that time I was under the impression I could install painted
black windows. I did install all new painted black windows except for 3 existing windows.
Approximately $27,000.00 was spent for the window installation. After the windows were
installed I was told I did not have a proper CA to install the windows. After a few email
exchanges and phone calls, I carefully read the previous CA again and it did in fact say to paint
the existing windows black. At that time I applied for a CA at a staﬀ level decision on the
windows as well as a few more changes and I was denied for the following reasons. **See
attached approval/ denial for CA.
I live on Earle street in the historic district as well, and I completely understand the
reason behind the guidelines and I do agree with them. However, I think staﬀ erred in its
decision as it did not notate or take into account the specific parts of the guidelines that could
allow for such changes. I have outlined several reasons below that are directly from the City Of
Greenvilles Historic Guidelines.
On HR 15 The guidelines notate that the window size and position should not be
changed. I have 100% followed this as no window has changed in size and no windows have
been covered up, removed or added.
“HR.15 Historic windows and doors significantly aﬀect the character of a structure and should
be preserved. Preserve the position, number, size and arrangement of historic windows and
doors in a building wall. 4 Enclosing a historic opening in a key character defining facade is
inappropriate, as is adding a new opening.”
On HR 16 The guidelines note that a full window replacement is an option as long as it
follows HR 15. It also states that vinyl and metal is commonly used in today's standards and
acceptable if it matches the original as closely as possible, not specifying that an exact match
is required. I have also preserved the original window casing and have made no changes. The
house also had some existing vinyl windows mixed in with the original windows. This house
has been added on with mismatched windows, brick and siding among other items. The
guidelines also state side and rear elevations have greater flexibility.
“Greater flexibility in installing new windows or doors may be considered on side and rear
elevations”
“A substitute material may be considered if it will match those of the original in dimension,
profile and finish”

“When window or door replacement is necessary, match the replacement to the original design
as closely as possible”
HR.16 A new or replacement window or door should match the appearance of the original.
While replacing an entire window or door is discouraged, it may be necessary in some cases.
Although wood was used historically, vinyl and metal is common on the market today and
sometimes is suggested for replacement by suppliers. It is possible to consider alternative
materials, if the resulting appearance matches the original as closely as possible. The
substitute also should have a demonstrated durability in this climate. A. When window or door
replacement is necessary, match the replacement to the original design as closely as possible.
• Preserve the original casing, when feasible. • If the original is double-hung, then the
replacement window should also be double hung, or at a minimum, appear to be so. Match the
replacement also in the number and position of glass panes. • Very ornate windows or doors
that are not appropriate to the building's architectural style are inappropriate. • Using the same
material (wood) as the original is preferred. • A substitute material may be considered if it will
match those of the original in dimension, profile and finish. When window or door replacement
is necessary, match the replacement to the original design as closely as possible. 4 City of
Greenville • Design Guidelines for Preservation Overlay Districts page 41
A. Preserve the position, number, size and arrangement of historic windows and doors in a
building wall. • Enclosing a historic opening in a key character-defining facade is inappropriate,
as is adding a new opening. • Greater flexibility in installing new windows or doors may be
considered on side and rear elevations. • Do not close down an original opening to
accommodate a smaller window. Restoring original openings which have been altered over
time is encouraged • Historically, residential windows had a vertical emphasis. The proportions
of these windows contribute to the character of each residence and commercial storefront.
I do agree that some of the windows do not have the exterior mullions as preferred by
the Design guidelines. I suggest that if I cannot keep all windows as is I should be allowed to
keep all windows on the sides and rear elevations as is, but I do agree to fix the front windows
by adding exterior mullions. If this is not approved I would also discuss replacing the front
windows only with wood windows and exterior mullions, but be allowed to keep side and rear
windows as is. I also have no intention of removing the diamond shape windows as these will
stay in place.
I also wish to appeal the denial of the front door. The new door installed is the same
width door as the previous door and it is a period correct door. The old door was damaged and
rotted along the openings, especially the top lintel, therefore we had to put in extra support
along the top which brought down the height of the door slightly. If the current door is denied I
would like to have this door approved in its place which is actually closer to the original style.
(see attached - door option B, front porch original, front porch current)
I would also like to appeal the denial of painting the front porch. The porch has been
previously painted red and it appears to be cut concrete and not tile. The reasons for the staﬀ
level denial were stated that it can’t be painted unless previously painted. It is very clear this
has been painted at a prior time. See picture attached to see the previous paint peeling and the
condition. (see attached - front porch)

FRONT PORCH

DOOR OPTION B

These are replacements to
some of the previously white
vinyl windows

These windows are original to the home and will

These windows were replaced, but the size,
shape, and dimension remained the same. The
window casing is also original and was not
changed in anyway. This is a representation of all
of the windows that were replaced on the home.

Front porch original

Front porch current
Sincerely,
Tim Kearns
__________________________
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Planning and Zoning

February 11, 2021
Tim Kearns
126 James Street
GREENVILLE, SC 29609
RE:

Certificate Of Appropriateness #21-75
126 James St; TMS # 003000-01-00100

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:
The City Planning Staff has approved WITH CONDITIONS a Certificate of Appropriateness to Kearns
- 126 James Street various improvements (work started before CA). The approval is based on the
information and documents submitted with your application, dated January 22, 2021, and the
application’s compliance with Design Guidelines for the Preservation Overlay Districts.
You must obtain any required permits, including building permits, before beginning construction or
installation.
The approval was conditioned with the following denials:
Application Items Denied:
1. The vinyl windows are denied for the following reasons –
a. Vinyl is an inappropriate material for windows for homes located in a preservation
overlay district. Wood or aluminum clad, which provides for the appearance of wood,
are approved materials. Design Guideline HR.16(A) states Using the same material
(wood) as the original is preferred. It further states A substitute material may be
considered if it will match those of the original in dimension, profile and finish. Vinyl
does not have the same finish as wood, nor do the replacement windows have the
same dimension or profile.
b. The house contains decorative diamond-patterned small windows on both the front and
side facades. The proposed replacement windows without the diamond pattern (some
already installed) is inconsistent with Design Guideline HR.16(A) When window or door
replacement is necessary, match the replacement to the original design as closely as
possible. Furthermore, these windows had a thick casing/trim that was not provided for
with the new windows. This is inconsistent with HR.16(E) This trim should have a
dimension similar to that used historically.
c. The mullions used for the replacement windows or only located on the inside and not
shown on the outside. This is also inconsistent with Design Guidelines HR.16(A) as
well. In addition, it is also inconsistent with Guidelines HR16(D), which states Snap-in
muntins and mullions should be used on both the inside and outside of the window.
Many windows do not appear to have been replaced with mullions at all.

Planning and Zoning

2. The front door replacement is denied. HR.16(A) states that When window or door replacement
is necessary, match the replacement to the original design as closely as possible. Per Google
Streetview, the prior door appeared to be the original craftsman-styled door with three divided
lights. The stained-glass replacement door features one, much larger window. Lastly, the
replacement door is smaller in size than the historic door as showcased by the new trim added
around the door frame. Therefore, this replacement door is not in keeping with the design of
the historic door.
3. The metal black fascia board is denied. The replacement and/or covering up of the wood
fascia boards with metal is inconsistent with the following:
a. It is inconsistent with Design Guidelines HR.6(A), which states Match the original
material in composition, scale, and finish when replacing it on a primary surface. It is
also inconsistent with HR.6(B), which states Do not use synthetic materials, such as
aluminum or vinyl siding or panelized brick, as replacements for primary building
materials on an historic structure.
b. Furthermore, it is also inconsistent with HR.7(A), which states Historic building materials
or features should not be covered with synthetic materials.
c. Lastly, it is inconsistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards found in Appendix
B in the Design Guidelines. #6 states Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired
rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a
distinctive features, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and
other visual qualities and, where possible, materials.
4. The black painted porch floor is denied - proposed color is Benjamin Moore Wrought Iron. As
tile is a form of masonry, and painting previously unpainted masonry is not consistent with the
intent of Design Guideline HR.9, the tile is not permitted to be painted.
If you believe the zoning office erred in its decision you have the right to appeal to the Design Review
Board pursuant to South Carolina Code 1976, 6-29-890 within ten business days of receiving this notice
of action (Sec 19-2.3.8(j)). The discontinuance of work or the lack of progress toward achieving
compliance with this certificate of appropriateness for a period of six months shall be considered as a
failure to comply with the certificate of appropriateness.
Failure to comply with the approved Certificate of Appropriateness, including any terms, conditions or
limitations placed on it, is a violation of the City of Greenville Code of Ordinances, subject to
enforcement actions against the responsible person, as provided in Sec. 19-10 of the City Code.
Sincerely,

Planning and Zoning

Austin Rutherford, AICP
Development Planner

Planning comments:
Reviewed by: Austin Rutherford, AICP
Date: February 11, 2021
Recommend: Approval with Conditions
Comments:

Project location is 126 James Street in the Col Elias Earle Preservation Overlay District.
Scope of Work is door replacements, window replacements, new deck, new black
gutters, new metal black fascia board, and painting the front porch black. These
improvements were started without a certificate of appropriateness or building permits.
126 James Street was originally built in c.1925.
Previous Certificate of Appropriateness applications include:
1. CA 20-386 – Staff-Level - paint home and new columns. Columns and painting
windows were approved; painting brick of home was denied.
2. APL 20-395 – Applicant appealed to DRB for painting of brick. Appeal was
denied.
3. CA 20-598 – New accessory garage and limewash of home. DRB approved.
Application Items Approved:
1. Rear deck addition – Appears consistent with Guideline AR.12 regarding
additions. This deck still requires a building permit and to meet all aspects of the
building code and inspections.
2. Doors on rear of home are approved as these openings do not appear original to
the home. In addition, the doors would not be seen from the public right-of-way.
3. The new black gutters are approved.
Application Items Denied:
1. The vinyl windows are denied for the following reasons –
a. Vinyl is an inappropriate material for windows for homes located in a
preservation overlay district. Wood or aluminum clad, which provides for
the appearance of wood, are approved materials. Design Guideline
HR.16(A) states Using the same material (wood) as the original is
preferred. It further states A substitute material may be considered if it will
match those of the original in dimension, profile and finish. Vinyl does not
have the same finish as wood, nor do the replacement windows have the
same dimension or profile.
b. The house contains decorative diamond-patterned small windows on both
the front and side facades. The proposed replacement windows without
the diamond pattern (some already installed) is inconsistent with Design
Guideline HR.16(A) When window or door replacement is necessary,
match the replacement to the original design as closely as possible.

Furthermore, these windows had a thick casing/trim that was not provided
for with the new windows. This is inconsistent with HR.16(E) This trim
should have a dimension similar to that used historically.
c. The mullions used for the replacement windows or only located on the
inside and not shown on the outside. This is also inconsistent with Design
Guidelines HR.16(A) as well. In addition, it is also inconsistent with
Guidelines HR16(D), which states Snap-in muntins and mullions should
be used on both the inside and outside of the window. Many windows do
not appear to have been replaced with mullions at all.
2. The front door replacement is denied. HR.16(A) states that When window or door
replacement is necessary, match the replacement to the original design as
closely as possible. Per Google Streetview, the prior door appeared to be the
original craftsman-styled door with three divided lights. The stained-glass
replacement door features one, much larger window. Lastly, the replacement
door is smaller in size than the historic door as showcased by the new trim added
around the door frame. Therefore, this replacement door is not in keeping with
the design of the historic door.
3. The metal black fascia board is denied. The replacement and/or covering up of
the wood fascia boards with metal is inconsistent with the following:
a. It is inconsistent with Design Guidelines HR.6(A), which states Match the
original material in composition, scale, and finish when replacing it on a
primary surface. It is also inconsistent with HR.6(B), which states Do not
use synthetic materials, such as aluminum or vinyl siding or panelized
brick, as replacements for primary building materials on an historic
structure.
b. Furthermore, it is also inconsistent with HR.7(A), which states Historic
building materials or features should not be covered with synthetic
materials.
c. Lastly, it is inconsistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
found in Appendix B in the Design Guidelines. #6 states Deteriorated
historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity
of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive features, the new
feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual
qualities and, where possible, materials.
4. The black painted porch floor is denied - proposed color is Benjamin Moore
Wrought Iron. As tile is a form of masonry, and painting previously unpainted
masonry is not consistent with the intent of Design Guideline HR.9, the tile is not
permitted to be painted.

Your Partner For Factory-direct Windows & Doors
Made In USA Certified

Gold Series Windows

Featuring The Best Warranty In The Industry
Our Gold Series Windows are designed to provide the ultimate strength
while giving homeowners aesthetic quality, energy efficiency and security. Backed by the
Good Housekeeping Seal, Earthwise Windows are built to last and engineered to provide
excellent thermal performance for as long as you own your home.

Limited lifetime
coverage on:
Accidental glass
breakage
Seal failure
All hardware
Vinyl frame & sash
components

Coverage is:
Fully transferable
Non-prorated

Warranty:
backed by
40 years of
quality window
manufacturing

Unlimited Styles
Whether trying to preserve a certain architectural look or create
a dramatic statement, we offer a multitude of combinations utilizing styles,
shapes and sizes that can fit your needs.

Slider

Quarter/Half/Quarter

Picture
Double
Hung

Trapezoid

Architectural
Design

Palladium

Casement

Quarter/Half/Quarter

Awning

Bay, Bow, & Garden

Manufacturing Details That Matter
You can trust our team to make sure every small detail is covered.
Quality features you should expect from a great window as well as superior design
elements make our windows a permanent solution. And, with all of these attributes,
the need for service is virtually eliminated.

Our Windows Guarantee Efficiency And Strength
Backed by the Good Housekeeping Seal

Gold Features:
Heavy-walled construction

Foam Filled Frames

Builds in more durability.

Provides thermal performance.

Secure Vent Latch

Owens Corning
Weatherstripping

Allows for ventilation with added
security deterrent benefits.

Fusion-Welded Frame & Sash
Provides strength, durability, and
perfectly square windows that are air tight.

Dual Tilt-In Sashes
Sashes tilt in for easy cleaning due to
safety tilt hardware.

Interlocking Meeting Rail
Integral interlock provides additional
security and draft-sealing efficiencies.

Equal Glass Sizes
Provides traditional architecture look with superior
structural integrity.

Sunshield® PVC Chemistry
Specially formulated by Deceuninck to perform
well in extreme weather conditions.

Dual Action Swing Lock System
Offers superior security deterrent.

Strong One-piece Sloped Sill
Multi-cavity sloped sill has no snap-on
parts and provides positive water runoff,
even in driving rain.
Innergy and Sunshield are registered trademarks of
Deceuninck North America LLC.

With AirSealing®
technology. Laboratory tests prove
up to 24% improvement versus
other leading brands.

Superspacer Optimized Glass
Guaranteed not to fail utilizing
Super Spacer Glass.

Balance Covers
Further reduce air infiltration while
providing a crafted, finish.

Innergy® Thermal
Reinforcement
In meeting rail provides metallike stiffness without the thermal
conductivity.

Insulated Low-E Argon Glass
U value =.27

Stainless Steel Constant
Force Balance
Trouble-free, and maintenance-free
while providing smooth operation
as well as safe and easy cleaning.

Extruded Half Screen
Stronger frame is less likely to bend
like roll form material.

The Power of Options
Make your home as unique as you are, with customizable window options. From colors to finishes, to handles and
more, you have the power to choose from endless features. Take a look at what we have to offer!

GRILL OPTIONS

RJT provides a range of exterior options and capabilities to make your windows a beautiful feature of your home.

GLASS OPTIONS

SCREEN OPTIONS					

Tempered • Obscured • Tinted • ACG Comfortec 28

Half screen • Full screen		

INTERIOR GRILLES & DIVIDERS

Colonial Grid Patterns
1V1H

Flat

Contour

Simulated
Divided Lites

2V1H

1V2H

2V2H

1V3H

2V3H

1V4H

2V4H

1V5H

2V5H

3V1H

4V1H

5V1H

3V2H

4V2H

5V2H

4V3H

5V3H

4V4H

5V4H

4V5H

5V5H

3V3H

SOLID INTERIOR COLORS

Sandstone

Linen White

Light Oak

Dark Oak

3V4H

3V5H

EXTERIOR COLORS
TruBond polyurethane color coating • Can be mixed or matched to your desired color.

Adobe
Cream

Terratone

Vintage
Wicker

Tuscan Clay

Architectural
Bronze

Musket
Brown

English Red

Forest Green

Castle Gray

Dark Charcoal

Harbor Blue

Mystic Blue

Attention to detail
ensures you a longterm investment, high
performance, beauty
and security.

Congratulations for choosing RJT Industries.
Custom made right here in Virginia for your home.

RJT

Best investment: Recoup up to 74%
of cost when customer sells home.
(Remodeling magazine, January 2016)

industries

manufacturing quality windows for over 40 years

14893 Persistence Drive
Woodbridge, Virginia 22191

